The theme of this note is the classical theorem of Ehrenpreis [1] and Malgrange [5, 6] on the existence of fundamental solutions for all linear partial differential operators with constant coefficients. The aim is to present an explicit formula for such fundamental solutions. The procedure is that of Malgrange, but conducted in such a manner that one remains within the frame of equalities and avoids the transition to estimations, which in the former proof required the Hahn-Banach theorem. We note that the well-known method of construction of fundamental solutions via the so-called Hormander staircase is not explicit in the present sense, since it involves some kind of partition of unity (and sometimes a transformation of variables). It has been termed "explicit" (in quotation marks) in Hormander [3, p. 67]; for more recent presentations we refer to Folland [2] and to the sophisticated version in Hormander [4, pp. 189-191]. Furthermore, the recent elementary proof of Rosay [7] leads to the mere existence assertion too. We shall restrict ourselves to the statement and proof of our formula. It will of course be natural to use the formula in order to obtain further results on fundamental solutions.
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As a rule the notation is that of Hormander We fix a natural number N with 2N > n . For e > 0 and an «-fold multi-index a we define K£a: W -» C to be *«(*)=/ l(n+.^(/?,^)1i>m(5)g<'^^>rf(A" x x")(t,s) forxeR".
JR"xT" \l + I" + e5l J For fixed xeR" the integrand is in Lx(Xn x x"), and for \x\ < c < oo it has a majorant in Lx(Xn x x"). Hence, K* is continuous on R" , and we have \K°ix)\ < ||Pm|HU (^(i+^^w) exp UElx/M for x e R".
Thus for e > 0 We integrate over T" with respect to x" and note that S(P) = J \Pm(s)\2dx"(s).
From the Fubini theorem we conclude f(z)S(P)em = j (7 f(z + ets)P(z + ets)Pm(ts)dx"(s)) dx(t) = / f(z + es)P(z + es)Pm(s)dx"(s), Jt" where the second equation is obvious since the inner integral on its left side does not depend on t e T. The assertion follows.
(3) The Fourier-Laplace transformation. For u e D(R") one defines u: C" -► C to be
Thus it is an entire function. One proves that i-l)^idau)Aiz) = zauiz) forzGC", and hence (P(-<9)«)A = Pit. The usual Fourier transform of u is t •-> Uiit) for (el". Thus the inversion formula reads uix) = -^-f e-l{x''>uiit)dXnit) for x e R". x Pm(5)(92av)A(// + £5)) diX" x xn)it, s) = j viit + esWiit + es)JJPm(s) diX" x t")(/ , s).
If now v -Pi~d)u for some u e D(R"), then v = Pit from (3), and in view of (2), (3) the above is = / / uiit + es)Piit + es)\\Piit + es)lPmis)dxnis)dXnit)
Jr" Jt" = ! SiP)emuiit)dX"it) = i2n)"SiP)emuiO).
JR"
Thus we have w(0) = (E*, v) = (EE, Pi~d)u) = (Pid)Ee, u) for u e Z)(R"); that is, Pid)Ee = S . The proof is complete.
Remarks (added December 26, 1992).
(1)1 owe to Gerhard May the remark that the simplest expression for the fundamental solution E£ obtained above appears to be that is, in terms of the Fourier-Laplace transform u of u e Z)(R"). This formula is contained in the above proof. It can be viewed to be not less explicit.
(2) The author also wants to express his thanks to Jiirgen Voigt and to the referee for valuable remarks and hints to the literature.
